
Inferring From a Text - Answers 
*Please Note: The answers on this page are suggestions only and may not match the exact answers of 
students. These answers are provided as a guide only.*

Passage A - 1. 

a) Where are Violet and Matisse?

A park

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

There is a swing, a slide and a climbing frame. These things can all be found in a park.

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the 
text.

I know that Violet and Matisse are in a park because they are using equipment found in a park, like a slide, 
swing and climbing frame.

2. 

a) Who do you think is older - Matisse or Violet?

Matisse.

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

Matisse runs and Violet toddles. 

Violet struggled to keep up with Matisse.

Violet had trouble using the climbing frame but Matisse used it easily.

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the        
text.

Matisse is older than Violet because Matisse can run but Violet can only toddle. Also, Matisse could use the 
equipment much easier than Violet and Violet had trouble keeping up with Matisse.
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Passage B - 1. 

a) Who or what has caused the destruction in Rory’s house?

Rory’s dog, Angus.

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

The scratch marks up the walls and the muddy little prints.

In the middle of the remains in Rory’s bedroom was his dog, Angus, looking guilty.

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the 
text.

I know that Rory’s dog Angus caused the destruction of the house because there were scratch marks from 
the dog’s claws. There were also little muddy paw prints and Rory’s dog is a little dog. Additionally, Rory 
found his dog in his bedroom in the middle of the remains of the bedding looking guilty.

2. 

a) How does Rory feel?

Angry and frustrated.

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

He closed his eyes and clenched his fists.

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the 
text.

I think Rory felt angry and frustrated because when he got inside he closed his eyes and clenched his fists.
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Passage C - 1. 

a) What season of the year is it?

Autumn.

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

The leaves were falling from the trees and the days were starting to get shorter. 

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the 
text.

This story takes place in Autumn because the leaves are starting to fall from the trees and the days are 
getting shorter which are both things that happen in Autumn.

2. 

a) Is this the first time Sundai has met this someone or something?

No. 

b) What clues did you find in the text which helped you?

Sundai said “Oh, it’s you again” which tells us that Sundai had seen this creature before.

c) Now, put the two parts above together to make an answer in a full sentence with some evidence from the 
text.

Sundai had seen this someone or something before because Sundai said “Oh, it’s you again” which tells us 
that Sundai had seen this creature before.
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